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One more step towards true precision medicine
—Proteona, Synovo, and NMI announced collaboration on a single
cell multi-omics profiling platform for patient-derived micro-tumors
Innovative AI-driven genomic and proteomic analysis platform for improving cell
therapy and immuno-oncology
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Singapore, 23 March 2020 - Proteona Pte. Ltd. announced the “DeepSee”
collaboration on developing a platform for patient-derived micro-tumors for drug
screening and discovery using single cell multi-omics analysis. The strategic partners
include the German drug discovery firm Synovo, and the NMI Natural and Medical
Sciences Institute at the University of Tübingen. The project receives funding from
Enterprise Singapore jointly with the central innovation program (Zentrales
Innovationsprogramm Mittelstand, ZIM) initiated by the German Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi).
“To find the right treatment for individual cancer patients, understanding the
heterogeneity of drug response on single cell level is imperative,” commented Dr.
Andreas Schmidt, CEO of Proteona. “A small subset of cells can lead to disease
relapse or treatment failure. This tiny signal, often overlooked in bulk analysis, will be
accurately captured with Proteona’s single cell multi-omics platform. By combining it
with the patient-derived micro-tumor technology, we offer a powerful tool not only for
individual patient treatment selection, but also for drug discovery and new cancer
therapy development.”
The collaboration is a further step towards truly personalized precision medicine. The
patient-derived micro-tumors simulate patient’s cancer and microenvironment
makeup, and allow multiple therapies and therapy combinations to be tested at once.
Using a combination of traditional assays as well as single cell multi-omics analysis,
the platform will be able to characterize immune-infiltrating lymphocytes and their
response to immunotherapy such as check point inhibitors on a single cell level. The
rich information will then be analyzed with specialized algorithms to derive patientspecific drug response information. The collaboration aims to develop and
commercialize a full service from wet lab procedures to state-of-the-art data analysis.
“The key to tumor immunotherapy is finding means to activate the immune cells in
tumors. Screening for substances that do this is best done in a context that replicates
the tumor micro-environment,” said Dr. Michael Burnet, managing Director of Synovo.
Synovo chemists will work together with the NMI and Proteona to optimize substances
that release immune suppression. Data on the activity of new substances provided by
Proteona analysis will be used to select improved candidates in a process of
evolutionary optimization.
Although the NMI has been conducting research on micro-tumors for several years,
even the established research institute is constantly reaching its limits: "The tissue
samples are usually very small, which limits the number of parallel analyses," explains
Christian Schmees, head of the Tumor Biology group at the NMI. By being able to
carry out single cell analyses, which are considerably more sensitive and therefore
require smaller sample quantities, the number of analyses from micro-tumor samples
can be increased and the informative value improved. This is particularly relevant due
to the close cooperation with the University Hospital in Tübingen.
As a project partner, the NMI has two functions: it does not only generate micro-tumor
samples for subsequent analyses, but is also actively involved in the development of
new methods. "We ourselves hope to be able to use the jointly developed technology
in our laboratories in the future in order to carry out more extensive analyses and be
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able to identify and investigate treatments that are specifically adjusted to individual
patients," says Schmees.
“Proteona is privileged to work with Synovo and NMI, who are leaders in drug
discovery solutions and novel therapy/diagnostics development in Germany,” said
Schmidt. “Proteona has long benefited from strong ties with German biotech and
pharmaceutical industry. Our German daughter company, Proteona GmbH, is an
example of how German and Singapore collaboration can accelerate technology
exchange, innovation, and jointly creating a clinical impact.”
Immunotherapy is a type of emerging cancer treatment that boosts the body’s defense,
the immune system, to kill cancer cells. Several types of immunotherapy have been
developed, such as immune checkpoint inhibitors, monoclonal antibodies, and
chimeric antigen T Cell therapy.
The collaboration is part of Proteona’s continued effort to advance precision medicine
using single cell proteogenomic analysis. Proteona has recently awarded grants under
the Proteona Oncology Challenge to top researchers using single cell multi-omics for
improving clinical outcomes.
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About Proteona
Proteona Pte. Ltd. is a new biomedical company based in Singapore, Germany, and
the US that is pioneering the use of DNA barcoded antibodies to provide both
proteomic and genomic information from the same single cells. Proteona is a spin-off
from the National University of Singapore (NUS) and the Agency for Science,
Technology and Research’s (A*STAR). The platform is a comprehensive sample to
answer service that enables users to phenotype cells using standard protein markers
and gain a deeper understanding of cell activity based upon their gene expression
profiles.
www.proteona.com

About Synovo
Synovo is a drug discovery company focusing on inflammation processes in cancer
and degenerative diseases. Chronic inflammation underlies many cancers and the
malignant transformation is associated with immune suppression by the tumor which
needs to be countered if immune therapy is to be successful. Synovo has a range of
drug candidates that reverse local tumor immune suppression and which are being
investigated for development as complementary cancer therapies. Synovo was
founded in 2004 and has 54 employees.
www.synovo.com
About NMI
The NMI Natural and Medical Sciences Institute at the University of Tübingen is an
extramural research institution, based at the interface of life sciences and material
sciences. Since its foundation in 1985, research is conducted application-oriented. At
the NMI an interdisciplinary team of scientists is developing new technologies in the
areas of pharma and biotechnology, biomedical technology, and surface and materials
technology. Personalization, biologization, miniaturization and digitalization are both
the goal of NMIs work and the guiding principles of the research being carried out
there.
www.nmi.de

